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Abstract: The materials generally used to teach simple present perfect tense in English seem to suffer from a
sort of deficiency. These materials involve some definitions, guidelines and signal words which are expected
to describe different facets of this tense and let the learners know how to use and when to use it. But, to what
extent these materials work sufficiently is what the current study is after. This study, with a comparative
qualitative research design based on CDA i.e., Critical Discourse Analysis, implies that sometimes “Stress”
should be employed as an influential supra-segmental element which can affect the domain of foreign language
teaching within the frame of a translation model. Here, a model of translation, shift model, comes into sight as
a novel method for teaching SPPT i.e., Simple Present Perfect Tense to Iranian English learners. Using this
method, the confusions which border around the understanding of this tense will be greatly removed. Through
this method the learners need for learning this tense is met much more easier than the current ways which
include analyzing the definitions and looking for signal words as criteria for learning SPPT.
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INTRODUCTION teaching) the study of practices and procedures used in

“Stress” which is the basic keyword in the present them.” Foreign language is explained in the same
study is, “the degree of loudness or force with which dictionary [3, p. 206] as: “a language which is not the
syllables are spoken.” [1, p. 1]. According to Oxford NATIVE LANGUAGE of large numbers of people in
dictionary [2, p. 1181], “stress” is, “to give special particular country or region is not used as a medium of
emphasis or importance to something.” In a word “stress” communication in government, media, etc. Foreign
is shown by stress mark ('). For example, in the word languages are typically taught as school subjects for the
sympathetic / / the stress is on the third purpose of communicating with foreigners or for reading
syllable. While “stress” has always been known as an printed materials in the language.”
element by which the criterion of correct pronunciation or, To talk about the grammatical tenses, let’s have a
although in few cases, the correct meaning in both glance at SPT and then provide a full explanation of SPPT
English and Persian languages is met, in this study new which is at the center of attention here. Parrott [4, p. 183]
roles for this element were defined and more values were comments that SPT is used for finished periods of time; he
attached to it. adds: “we often use an expression such as last week, at

Another term on which this study concentrates is the weekend, in 1972, 3 years ago, or when we were on
method. According to Longman Dictionary of Language holiday to make it clear that the period of time is
Teaching and Applied Linguistics [3, p. 330] “method” is finished.”
defined as: “(in language teaching) a way of teaching a Now, it is necessary to identify one of the most
language which is based on systematic principles and complicated tenses in English: SPPT. Murphy [5, p. 14]
procedures, i.e. which is an application of views on how argues that: “when we use Present Perfect Tense there is
a language is best taught and learned and a particular always a connection with now;” and “when we use
theory of language and of language learning.” The other Present Perfect Tense (have been/have had/have played,
term with this regard is “methodology”. According to this etc.) we talk about an action in the past with a result in
dictionary [3, p. 330] “methodology” is, “(in language now.”  Also,  surfing  the  Internet [6, p. 1], one finds a list

teaching and the principles and beliefs that underlie
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Fig. 1.1: Unspecific Times Before Now questions of “what the connection with now means” and

Fig. 1.2: Duration to ask. This is to say that “stress” in Persian language will

of English SPPT distinguished usages such as those aware of this issue will clarify the mentioned tense for
which are stated as: “present perfect tense is used for Iranian English Learners. While in most English grammar
first: unspecific time before now– i.e., I have seen the books SPPT is taught through the description of its
movie twenty times.” which itself is comprised of the parts definitions and guidelines as well as providing some
as come in below: signaling words, here these factors were narrowed down

To talk about personal experiences; like: “I have been which operates within the shift model of translation.
to France.” Therefore, the current study seeks to suggest one
To talk about changes over time; like: “You have translation model into foreign language teaching as a new
grown since the last time I saw you.” method for teaching SPPT in English to Iranian learners
To list the accomplishments of individuals and for the first time and stimulate the investigations for
humanity; like: “They have walked on the Moon.” similar situations in other languages to be found.
To talk about an uncompleted action you are
expecting; like: “They have still not arrived.” MATERIALS AND METHODS
To talk about multiple actions at different times; like:
“We have attacked the city five times since Participants: The materials involved in this study
yesterday.” consisted of thirty randomly selected English learners

And secondly: duration from the past until now with sixteen to thirty. An important factor which was taken into
non-continuous verbs, like: “I have had a cold for two account with regard to the participants was their accent;
weeks.” [6, p. 1]. they  were  supposed  to speak with a neutral and

Based on what was mentioned above about the standard accent. Although, different accents of Persian
English SPPT, These definitions and many others are language in different cities were not predicted as factors
found as guidelines for the subject to be comprehensible. which could change the expected results of this study,
But they are well open to debate, since they fail to suffice Persian sample utterances were preferred to be recorded
as information required for at least Iranian English under a neutral condition to be more comprehensible.
Learners perceiving how and when to use SPPT. Besides, Therefore, it was avoided to select the participants who
these definitions can be on shaky ground as Ur [7] spoke Farsi with a background accent of their mother
comments that unfortunately teaching the meaning of tongue like Turkish which is a language spoken in some
grammar is neglected in many grammatical books and the provinces of Iran.
focuses are placed on the accuracy of forms. Also, he
believes that students must know how the meaning Instrumentation: In this study the instruments used in
changes as a result of the change of form. order to collect the required data were grammar books,

Accordingly, with regard to SPPT the problem rests MTT (Mother Tongue Translation) and a mobile sound
within the view point in which SPPT is kept, this means recorder. Six grammar books i.e., Advanced Grammar in
that the definitions are made up of theories lacking Use, English Grammar in Use, Grammar for English
tangible and meaningful principles to stop learners being Language Teachers and three different volumes of Oxford
confused. In fact, they do little with the operational level. Practice Grammar, were used as sources to gather valid
Students are always challenging their mind to identify samples of SPPT. Through an MTT process these

some abstract terms namely, “unspecific time”, “duration
from past until now” or “effect/result”. These concepts
are certainly different shades of grey, that’s why the

“what the effect is” remain unanswered. 
In this study, “stress” was expected to show off as

the answer of all the above mentioned questions or as a
board cleaner to remove them as being even unnecessary

play the similar role to that of SPPT in English and being

as to be packed in a supra-segmental element i.e., “stress”

with Persian as their mother tongue between the ages
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sentences were translated into Persian. A mobile sound Note  that,  in  order  to  clarify  the deliberate
recorder was then used to record the sound of
participants as they were asked to utter these Persian
translations.

Design: This  study  is  a  comparative  qualitative
research based on CDA and also in specific, it is
theoretically based on the notion of C.A. (Contrastive
Analysis) defined by Fisiak [1981 as cited 8, p. 1] as, “a
sub-discipline of linguistics concerned with the
comparison of two or more languages or systems of
languages in order to determine both the differences and
similarities between them.”

Procedure: In order to collect data based on which the
claims introduced by the research hypothesis could be
supported, the researcher dealt with accumulating English
SPPT sample sentences, preparing SPT form for them,
translating them into Persian and finally recording the
sound of ordinary people uttering these Persian
translations. The full procedure employed is as follow:

1) Based on purpose sampling, thirty English sentences
with SPPT were selected from six famous English
grammar books. Most of the sentences which could
contribute to the aimed objectives of the study were
accumulated. Since, gathering more samples did not
add any new case to the already gathered ones, this
number of samples was considered as sufficient. 

2) A SPT form for each of SPPT sample sentences was
produced by a team of English teachers according to
guidelines and specified features for both SPT and
SPPT in English. 

3) Thirty pairs of SPPT sentences and their SPT forms
were produced.

4) The Persian equivalent for each pair of the English
sentences was determined through an MTT process
and these equivalents were reviewed by 10 English
teachers to enhance the level of accuracy.

5) Each participant was given one of these pairs and
was asked to utter them in as most common way as
they are uttered in daily speeches of Persian
speakers. For instance, the Persian sentence: /man in
name râ èand bâr xândeham/ is the equivalent of
English “I have read this letter several times.” But, if
this sentence in uttered in a daily speech, Persian
speakers will refuse to pronounce the morph /h/ in
the verb; instead they utter the verb as /xân'dam/
with the “stress” placed on the final syllable. 

role  of  “stress”  and its  deliberate   shift   of  place
in   Persian    verbs    from    the    first    syllable  to
the   second,   the   adverbs   which   signal   SPPT
like: “before” and those which signal SPT like:
“yesterday” were taken to task as guidelines for
participants  to  produce  sentences  in  SPPT and
SPT, since these were the adverbs which made
participants   to   automatically   put   the  “stress” on
the  first  or  the  second  syllable  of  the  Persian
verbs. In the written samples, these adverbs are
added  to  some  of  the  original examples in
brackets. In the above example, if the adverb of
“recently” is changed into “yesterday”, the Persian
verb  /xân'dam/  will  change  into  /'xândam/  with the
 “stress”  on    the   first   syllable.   Besides, they
were    not    allowed    to    know    about   the tenses
as  knowing  the  aimed  tenses’  structures could
interfere their    natural    pronunciation   of the
verbs.

6) The sound of each participant was recorded
separately.    This     is     while     the   participants
were  not  allowed  to  know  why  they  were  saying
the Persian sentences and why their speech was
being recorded in order to avoid them lose their
natural pronunciation of the utterances specially
verbs.

7) Finally, the recorded utterances were transcribed in
Persian in order to be analyzed.

Data Analysis Procedure: The collected data in the form
of unconsciously pronounced utterances by Persian
speakers were analyzed and each Persian sentence was
compared to its English form. Those sentences with a
signal word denoting SPPT were compared to those
containing SPT signal words.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results: In this study, an important value is attached to
“stress” that is, carrying the grammatical load. This value
is introduced in this study for the first time through the
following examples:

SPPT 1) “I have been to china twice.”[5, p. 14].
Persian translation: /man do bâr be èinraf'tam./
SPT1) I went to china last year.
Persian translation: /man pârsâl be èin'raftam./
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SPPT 2)
“I have drunk four cups of coffee today.” [5, p.16].
Persian translation: /man emruzèahârfenjâneqahvenuši'
dam./
SPT 2) I drank four cups of coffee yesterday.
Persian translation: /man diruzèahârfenjâneqahve'
nušidam./

SPPT 3) “Prices have decreased by 7% [recently, as added
by the researcher].” [9, p.12].
Persian translation:/axiranqeimathâ 7% kâhešyâf'tand./
SPT 3) Prices decreased by 7% last year. 
Persian translation: /pârsâlqeimathâ 7% kâheš'yâftand./

SPPT 4) “We  have  just  come  back from our holiday.”
[10, p. 28].
Persian translation: /mâtâze az tatilâtemânbargaš'tim./
SPT 4) We came back from our holiday last week.
Persian  translation:/mâhaftegozašte  az  tatilâtemân'
bargaštim./

SPPT 5)  “Have   you   ever   met    a    famous   person'”
[11, p. 32].
Persian     translation:      /âyâtâ be
hâlšaxsemašhorirâmolâqâtkar'di'/
SPT 5) Did you meet a famous person last night' 
Persian translation:/âyâ dišab šaxse mašhori râ molâqât
'kardi'/

SPPT 6) “I have seen this film before'” [11, p. 32].
Persian translation: /man qablan in film râdi' dam./
SPT 6) I saw this film yesterday.
Persian translation: /man diruz in film râ' didam./

SPPT 7) “I have worked here since 1997.” [12, p. 18].
Persian translation: /man az sâle 1997 injâkârkar' dam./
SPT 7) I worked here two years ago.
Persian translation: /man do sâlepišinjâkâr' kardam./

SPPT 8) “They [have, as added by the researcher instead
of haven’t] 
lived in Shanghai for long.” [4, p. 160]. 
Persian translation:/ modateziâdistkeânhâdaršânghâ
yzendegikar' dand./
SPT 8) They lived in Shanghai last month. 
Persian translation: /mâhepišânhâdaršânghâyzendegi'
kardand./

What these examples imply can be outlined in the
following table:

Table 3.1: Shifts of “Stress” in Persian Verbs 
 (SPT)  (SPPT) 
'raftam raf 'tam
'nuši 'dam nuši 'dam
'yâftand yâf 'tand
'bargaštim bargaš 'tim
'kardi kar 'di
'didam di 'dam
'kardam kar 'dam
'kardand kar 'dand

In the above table, it is obvious that as the place of
“stress” in the Persian equivalent verbs changes from the
first syllable to the final one, with the same meaning, the
tense of the English sentences shifts from SPT to SPPT.
This is to say that the English SPPT is manifested in
Persian second syllable stressed verbs. While one might
quibble that this is the Persian ending morpheme (h)
sounding as /h/– denoting the SPPT in Persian language,
the fact is that except for the case of third person singular
subjects  like  the  sentence:  “He has called four times.”
[12, p. 18] whose translation into Persian would be as: /’au
panjbârtamâsgerefteh (ast)/ where the ending morpheme
/h/ is present and “stress” cannot carry the task, neither
in ordinary speeches nor in informal writings, there seems
to be any place accountable for a very formal and
occasionally unusual morpheme presenting SPPT in
Persian language. Besides, even if the morpheme /h/ is
used, no one can ignore the “stress” as a supra-segmental
element running parallel to that. Because, it is
understandable that /rafteham/ in the first and /dideham/
in the sixth examples are not as usual as /raf' tam/ and /di'
dam /. Therefore, “stress” plays this role i.e., the shift of
tenses better than the formal morpheme /h/ in Persian
verbs.

DISCUSSION

The question of how this attached value to “stress”
may be considered as a contribution to language teaching
is going to be answered in this section. 

Regarding the methods employed in foreign language
teaching, SPPT has always been taught using some
definitions and signal words. The most common
definitions available for SPPT in grammar books are as
follow: “We use present perfect to talk about recent
actions; to talk about our lives. For example: Anne has
arrived home.” [11, P. 28]. 

“We use present perfect to talk about or describe an
action or situation started in the past which connects to
the  present  (13), when we mean “at any point up to now”
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(14) and with state verbs (15). 13) How long have you example, one of the teachers told his students: “It is ten
worked here' I have worked here since 1997. 14) This is o’clock A.M. and you say I have eaten breakfast.” He
the best coffee I have ever tasted. 15)  I  have  known justified it as: “the action of eating is a recent one in the
Tony for  about  five  years.” [12, p. 18].  “When we use past and the result which is being full is its connection
Present Perfect Tense there is always a connection with with now.” The mind of the students was then directed
now.” [5, p.14]. toward some questions like: “Can we use SPPT if we have

“The  present  perfect  simple  may describe eaten breakfast but we are hungry a bit'” or “Should we
something which has only recently finished; the present use SPPT for eating breakfast after eating lunch'”
perfect  simple  may  describe  something which is These questions were not silly at all; they were
repeated or extended, but this is not necessarily the case.” aroused from the definitions with which the students had
[4, p. 190]. been provided earlier. 

What these definitions all have in common are: (i) in Another guideline for recognizing SPPT is that which
SPPT the action must be recent and (ii) the action must draws the attentions to a list of signaling words known as
imply a connection with now. But, let’s see how efficient time expressions. Parrott [4] introduces the list as follow:
these definitions are for Iranian English learners. Iranian just, already, yet, ever and before. According to Eastwood
English learners usually do have so much trouble coping [13] this list contains, just, recently, already, once, twice,
with the matter of learning SPPT as they are dealing with ever, never, this morning, today, for, since. These adverbs
some definitions and guidelines put forward in advance of time are the signs signaling SPPT. Being very helpful,
like analyzing the meaning of the SPPT sentence to find again this guideline may lead to some mistakes and does
out whether the action is a recent one or it has any not work all the times. About how it may cause mistakes,
connection with now. For example, suppose a man asked note the following text extracted from Let’s Go 5 of Let’s
his friend: “Would you like to eat a hamburger'” the Go series [14 p. 68], one of the most famous English
answer might be as: “No, I have eaten dinner.” In this student books. 
case, the semantic analysis as most students are highly “Today was the best day ever! We woke up at dawn
expected to do, comes to be a good help because the and ate breakfast. I ate cereal with honey and drank
action which is “eating dinner” is logically recent and as coconut milk. I have never drunk coconut milk before. It
the result the speaker refuses to eat a hamburger; this was delicious. Then we went on a safari into the Serengeti
result establishes the connection with now and is National Park. Did you know that safari is a Swahili word'
satisfactory for the students. It means “journey.” It was my first safari. I have seen

However, this is not hard to estimate the giraffes and elephants before in the zoo. But I have never
shortcomings of these definitions for there are cases in seen them in the wild. I took a lot of photos. 
which they fail to move forward the assumptions. We are Tomorrow we’re going to go to the Grumeti River.
having a look at one of these cases, “I haven’t seen this We can see a lot of crocodiles there. I have never seen
movie”. Learners’ needs arise explosively to see how the crocodiles before, either.”
two criteria mentioned above match this example. The fact In this Text SPPT is Used Four Times. The first three
is that, this sentence contains no action simply because usages are not correct regarding text linguistics; they
it is a negative one and as there exists no action, how may contain the signal word before though. Text linguistics is
the criterion of the connection of action with now be defined in Longman Dictionary of Language Teaching
justified' That is why no relationship would be and Applied Linguistics [3, p. 550] as: “a branch of
established among the defined criteria and this sentence. linguistics which studies spoken or written texts, e.g. a
So, what these definitions shed light on to identify SPPT descriptive passage, a scene in a play, a conversation. It
in not always present in well formed SPPT sentences. It is is concerned for instance, with the way the parts of a text
noticeable that even in the former example in which the are organized and related to one another to form a
SPPT definitions seemed to work well enough, students meaningful whole.” Therefore, the SPPT sentences should
are again confused to realize the tense. have been replaced with simple past perfect forms in order

Observing the English teachers, one will face the to achieve the proper sense within the whole text. The
same strategy- matching the definitions to the examples to problem rests behind the fact that SPPT is being looked at
justify SPPT- employed by many English teachers. For from a superficial view point. True, before is an adverb
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signaling  SPPT   but   what   about   the  meaning which grammatical structure of SPPT in English which is aimed
cannot be    fit    within   the   whole   text'   It  is written to be employed in this study as a method for pedagogical
“I have never drunk coconut milk before” just after the purposes is not mentioned within Catford’s [16 as cited in
sentence “I ate cereal with honey and drank coconut 17] model, Kalantari&Karimnia [18] argue that there are
milk.” When the writer says that he had drunk coconut still some shifts in the process of translation which are not
milk, it is not acceptable and meaningful to reject it named by Catford [16, as cited in 17]. 
immediately. The other two sentences have the same The new translation-based method proposed in this
problem of semantics. study for teaching SPPT will give hands to students by (i)

Besides, signaling words are not valid criteria as providing them with a tangible meaning in their mother
Parrott [4, p. 187] stresses: “we occasionally choose to tongue as the input-as this is a translation model- and (ii)
use the present perfect simple with expressions of by keeping them away from focusing on the structures.
finished time (e.g. I’ve seen him yesterday) because, But, how are these objectives achieved'
despite the adverb yesterday (signal word for SPT), we According to Table 3.1., SPPT can be taught through
feel that the event is within a present time period. equating the tense to second syllable stressed verbs in
However it would be confusing to draw learners’ attention Persian. Hence, why should not teachers simply say that
to examples like this.” Learning too many definitions and SPPT, regardless of any pre-determined definition, is the
signaling words, students must be still kept away from way we pronounce a verb in Persian as placing the
some examples in order to stop them being confused! “stress” on the final syllable' And in the cases of formal

Lastly, in the current methods students are not texts or third person singular subjects where “stress”
dealing  with  natural  forms  of  this  tense  in  Persian does not play the role of SPPT, why should not this tense
while  one  of  the  purposes  of  foreign  language be equated to the ending morpheme (h) sounding as /h/
teaching program [15] is that students be able to in Persian verbs' In this way, students are exposed to the
understand the language that is being learnt when it is shift model of translation which tells them that the
spoken naturally. “stress” which is located on the second syllable of the

These issues show the need for a shortcut to teach verbs or, in the above mentioned cases, the ending
SPPT in a simplest comprehensive way which puts the morpheme /h/ in Persian verbs shifts to the SPPT
emphasis on the meaning rather than the definitions and structure in English. They receive this translation model
signaling words for SPPT sentences. Ur [7] believes that instead of a large amount of definitions as an input and
unfortunately the meaning is neglected in teaching are expected to use SPPT in English as an output in the
grammar. He says, it is not good to know the new tense of same context to that of Persian language. 
a verb if we do not identify the difference that it makes to Accordingly, whenever the context forces the
meaning when it is used. Besides, he mentions that it is speakers to make a use the second syllable stressed verbs
the meaning of the structures that create the difficulties in Persian which is their mother tongue and they can
for foreign learners. These shortcomings which UR [7] never be mistaken in that, they must use SPPT in English
points out, if narrowed to the matter of learning the as the contexts are the same in English and Persian
English SPPT for Iranian learners, can be met by applying languages. Consider the similar context of two languages
“stress” within the frame of shift model of translation as in this example: in an interview in which the
a method for teaching SPPT. Note that, the term shift was correspondent is underestimating the president by asking:
originally proposed by Catford [16] and Munday [17] “Do you realize how hard delivering a speech in the UN
defines the term as small linguistic changes between is'” The president’s answer as he intends to show that he
source text and target text which are observed in the is experienced enough in delivering speeches in the UN
process of translation. Catford [16, as cited in 17] would be: “I have delivered speeches in the UN.” If this
classifies these changes and proposes a model for them. interview is held in Persian, the same context in which the
In this study, the terms small linguistic changes, source president is located makes him to use the similar tense in
text and target text provided in the definition respectively Persian i.e., SPPT in the form of the second stressed
represents the shift of “stress” in Persian to the English syllable verb /kar' dam/ as follow: “/man dar sâzemâne
SPPT structure, Persian as a mother tongue and English melal soxanrâni kar' dam./” In this context the usage of
as the foreign language. However, the shift of “stress” to any other tense in both languages would be nonsense.
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This demonstrates how the contexts in both languages 2. Hornby, A.S., 1948. Oxford advanced learner’s
are the same and how this shared context imposes the use dictionary of current English. (7  ed.). London:
of a certain tense. oxford University Press. 

Thus, the only things that students must be aware of 3. Richards, J.C. and R. Schmidt, 2002. Longman
are the fact that English SPPT is shifted to “stress” when dictionary of language teaching and applied
its position is the final syllable of Persian verbs and this linguistics. (3 ed.). London: Longman. 
tense can be used in English whenever their mother 4. Parrott,   M.,    2000.    Grammar    for   English
tongue i.e., Persian, requires the usage of the same tense. language teachers. Cambridge: Cambridge University
As a result, they do not have to seek for the action, result press.
and signal words to be mystified. In this method, students 5. Murphy, R., 2004. English grammar in use. (3 ed.).
are supposed to judge SPPT in English based on the most Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 
usual usage of this tense in Persian which appears in their 6. English Page. Present perfect. Retrived 11/5/2011
mind. As this common usage is by placing “stress” on the from Internet at http://www.englishpage.com/
final sellable of verbs-as in the verb /kar' dand/-and not verbpage/presentperfect.html.
by uttering the full forms-like /kardehand/-the application 7. Ur, p., 1996. A course in language teaching.
of shift model as a method for teaching SPPT is important. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 
Finally, using the mother tongue as a reference for 8. Yarmohammadi,   L.,    2002.    A    contrastive
identifying SPPT in English guarantees the learners’ analysis of Persian and English (Grammar,
capability of knowing when to use SPPT and detecting Vocabulary and Phonology). Tehran: Payame Noor
any wrong usage of this tense in the texts. University.

CONCLUSION (2 ed.). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 

In language teaching, the applied methods for Oxford University Press. 
teaching SPPT to at least Iranian English learners have 11. Coe,   N.,    M.    Harrison,     and     K.   Paterson,
certain shortcomings and the confusion which 2006. Oxford practice grammar. Oxford: Oxford
surrounded the matter of learning SPPT was identified to University Press.
be rooted in the supplied definitions and guidelines for 12. Yule, G., 2006. Oxford practice grammar. Oxford:
learning this tense. The suggested criteria for recognizing Oxford University Press. 
this tense are not always detectable or even if they are 13. Eastwood, J., 2009. Oxford learner’s grammar. Oxford:
present within the SPPT sentences, they are well capable Oxford University Press.
of mystifying the learners. These methods of teaching 14. Frazier, K., C. Groham, B. Hoskins and R. Nakata,
must be revised by making use of a translation model i.e., 2008. Let’s go 5. (3  ed.).Oxford and New York:
shift model. By applying this translation model in Oxford University Press.
language teaching, students will face contextualized, 15. Ibrahim,   H.,   K.   Ibrahim,   E.   Cengiz,   A.  Yasar
meaningful synonyms for SPPT in their mother tongue and S. Mustafa, 2011. Motivation Deficiency
and will use them as anchors to identify when to use Experienced    in      Foreign   Language   Teaching
SPPT in English. Thus, learners are not supposed to in  Turkey:  Elimination  Ways   and  Suggestions.
analyze a great amount of definitions and learn about a list World Applied Sciences Journal, 15(3): 400-406.
of signaling words. This new method should be practiced 16. Catford, J.C., 1965. A linguistic theory of translation:
in foreign language teaching classes for the ease and the an essay in applied linguistics. London: Oxford
success of the learners. University Press.
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Appendix

SPPT 1) “I have been to china twice. [5, p. 14]. 
Persian translation: /man do bâr be èinraf' tam./
SPT1) I went to china last year.
Persian translation: /man pârsâl be èin' raftam./

SPPT 2) “I have drunk four cups of coffee today.” [5, p. 16].
Persian translation: /man emruzèahârfenjâneqahvenuši' dam./
SPT 2) I drank four cups of coffee yesterday.
Persian translation: /man diruzèahârfenjâneqahve' nušidam./

SPPT 3) “Prices have decreased by 7% [recently, as added by the researcher].” [9, p.12].
Persian translation: /axiranqeimathâ 7% kâhešyâf' tand./
SPT 3) Prices decreased by 7% last year. 
Persian translation: /pârsâlqeimathâ 7% kâheš' yâftand./

SPPT 4) “We have just come back from our holiday.” [10, p. 28].
Persian translation: /mâtâze az tatilâtemânbargaš' tim./
SPT 4) We came back from our holiday last week.
Persian translation: /mâhaftegozašte az tatilâtemân' bargaštim./

SPPT 5) “Have you ever met a famous person'” [11, p. 32].
Persian translation: /âyâtâ be hâlšaxsemašhurirâmolâqâtkar' di'/
SPT 5) Did you meet a famous person last night'
Persian translation: /âyâdišabšaxsemašhurirâmolâqât' kardi'/

SPPT 6) “I have seen this film before'” [11, p. 32].
Persian translation: /man qablan in film râdi' dam./
SPT 6) I saw this film yesterday.
Persian translation: /man diruz in film râ' didam./

SPPT 7) “I have worked here since 1997.” [12, p. 18].
Persian translation: /man az sâle 1997 injâkârkar' dam./
SPT 7) I worked here two years ago.
Persian translation: /man do sâlepišinjâkâr' kardam./

SPPT 8) “They [have, as used by the researcher instead of haven’t] lived in Shanghai for long.” [4, p. 160].
Persian translation: /modateziâdistkeânhâdaršânghâyzendegi
kar' dand./
SPT 8) They lived in Shanghai last month. 
Persian translation: /mâhepišânhâdaršânghâyzendegi' kardand./

SPPT 9) “I have [just, as added by the researcher] cut my finger.” [5, p. 14].
Persian translation: /man tâzeangoštamrâbori' dam./
SPT 9) I cut my finger yesterday.
Persian translation: /man diruzangoštamrâ' boridam./
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SPPT 10) “I have forgotten it [today, as added by the researcher].” [5, p. 14].
Persian translation: /man emruz in râfarâmuškar' dam./
SPT 10) I forgot it when I was at the meeting.
Persian translation: /man vaqtidarjalasebudam in râfarâmuš' kardam./

SPPT 11) “Have you seen it [before, as added by the researcher]'” [5, p. 14].
Persian translation: /’âyâqablan in râdi' di'/
SPT 11) Did you see it last week’
Persian translation: /’âyâhaftepiš in râ’didi’/

SPPT 12) “Have you just arrived’” [5, p. 14].
Persian translation: /’âyâtâzeresi’di’/
SPT 12) Did you arrive on time last night’
Persian translation: /’âyâdišab be mowqe’residi’/

SPPT 13) “I have already sent it.” [5, p. 14].
Persian translation: /’âyâqablan in râferestâ’di’/
SPT 13) Did you send it last week’
Persian translation: /’âyâhaftegozašte in râ’ferestâdi’/

SPPT 14) “Have you heard from Brian recently’” [5, p. 16]. 
Persian translation: /’âyâaxiran az berâyânxabarigeref’ti’/
SPT 14) Did you hear from Brian when you were in America’
Persian translation: /’âyâvaqtidarâmrikâbudi az berâyânxabari’gerefti’/

SPPT 15) “I have been to lots of places [since 2009, as added by the researcher].” [5, p. 16]. 
Persian translation: /man az sale 2009 jâhâyeziâdiraf’tam./
SPT 15) I went to many places last year.
 Persian translation: / man pârsâljâhâyeziâdi’raftam./

SPPT 16) “I have met a lot of people in the last few days.” [5, p. 16].
Persian translation: /man darèandruzegozašteafrâdeziâdirâmolâqâtkar’dam./
SPT 16) I met many people last night.
Persian translation: /man dišabafrâdeziâdirâmolâqât’kardam./

SPPT 17) “Have you [ever, as added by the researcher] traveled a lot, Jane’” [5, p. 16]. 
Translation: /jein, ’âyâtâ be hâlziâd be safarraf’ti’/
SPT 17) Did you travel a lot last year, Jane’ 
Persian translation: /jein, ’âyâpârsâlziâd be safar’rafti’

SPPT 18) “[They, as replaced by the researcher with he] have gone to Italy [recently,  as  added  by  the  researcher].”
[5, p. 14].
Persian translation: /’ânhâaxiran be itâliâraf’tand./
SPT 18) They went to Italy last year.
Persian translation: /’ânhâpârsâl be itâliâ’raftand./

SPPT 19) “[This morning, as added by the researcher] workers have called for management to begin negotiations on
pay.” [11, p. 32].
Persian translation: / emruzsobhkârgarânkârfarmâyânrâmajbur be âqâzemozâkere bar sarehoquqkar’dand./
SPT 19) Yesterday morning workers called for management to begin negotiations on pay. 
Persian translation: / diruzsobhkârgarânkârfarmâyânrâmajbur be âqâzemozâkere bar sarehoquq’kardand./
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SPPT 20) “We have washed the dishes [before, as added by the researcher].” [10, p. 26]. 
Persian translation: / mâqablanzarfhârâšos’tim./
SPT 20) We washed the dishes last night.
Persian translation: / mâdišabzarfhârâ’šostim./

SPPT 21) “I have [already, as added by the researcher] made a shopping list.” [10, p. 26].
Persian translation: /man az qablyeklistexaridtahiyekara’dam./
SPT 21) I made a shopping list yesterday.
Persian translation: /man diruzyeklistexaridtahiye’kardam./

 SPPT 22) “We have eaten all the eggs [today, as added by the researcher].” [10, p. 26].
Persian translation: /mâemruztamâmetoxmemorqhârâxor’dim./
SPT 22) We ate all the eggs yesterday.
Persian translation: / mâdiruztamâmetoxmemorqhârâ’xordim./

SPPT 23) “You have broken this watch [since last year, as added by the researcher].” [10, p. 26].
 Persian translation: /to az pârsâl do bâr in sâatrâšekas’ti./
SPT 23) You broke this watch last year.
Persian translation: / to pârsâl do bâr in sâatrâ’šekasti./

SPPT 24) “They have learnt the words [recently, as added by the researcher].” [10, p. 26].
Persian translation: /’ânhâaxirankalamâtrâyâdgeref’tand./
SPT 24) They learnt the words in the last session.
Persian translation: /’ânhâdarjalaseqablkalamâtrâyâd’gereftand./

SPPT 25) “Have you ever played cricket’” [10, p. 28].
Persian translation: /’âyâtâ be hâlkiriketbâzikar’di’/
SPT 25) Did you play cricket yesterday’ 
Persian translation: /’âyâdiruzkiriketbâzi’kardi’/

SPPT 26) “Have you had a holiday this year’” [10, p. 28].
Persian translation: /’âyâemsâltatilâtdâš’ti’/
SPT 26) Did you have a holiday last year’
Persian translation: /’âyâpârsâltatilât’dâšti’/

SPPT 27) “How long have Trevor and Laura been married’” [10, p. 28].
 Persian translation: /èandvaqteketevervalorâezdevâjkar’dand’/
SPT 27) Did Tever and Laura get married last month’
Persian translation: /’âyâmâhepištevervalorâezdevâjkar’dand’/

SPPT 28) “This is the best coffee I have ever tasted.” [12, p. 18].
Persian translation: /in behtarinqahveieke man tâ be hâlnuši’dam./
SPT 28) The coffee that I drank was the best.
Persian translation: /qahveike man ‘nušidambehtarin bud./

SPPT 29) “How long have you worked here’” [12, p. 18].
Persian translation: /èemodatinjâkârkar’di’/
SPT 29) Did you work here last year’
Persian translation: /’âyâpârsâlinjâkâr’kardi’/
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SPPT 30) “We have [just, as added by the researcher] made chicken soup.” [12, p. 18].
Persian translation: /mâtâzesupemorqdorost kardim./
SPT 30) We made chicken soup last night.
Persian translation: /mâdišabsupemorqdorost’kardim./

Pronunciation Table 
Phonetic Symbol Transliterated Examples Translation English Words with Similar Sound
/i/ /zir/ under feed
/u/ /nur/ light sure
/o/ /xord/ small November
/e/ /ke/ which net
/â/ /bâbâ/ father far
/a/ /sar/ head cat
/ei/ /meil/ desire date
/ow/ /dowr/ around moan
/q/ /qâyeb/ absent non-existent
/x/ /xâm/ raw non-existent
/ / / erâ/ why check
/š/ /šab/ night sure
/_/ /_arf/ deep pleasure
/j/ /javidan/ chew jacket
/y/ /yax/ ice yes
/s/ /sefid/ white so
/h/ /hasud/ jealous habit
/b/ /barf/ snow blood
/p/ /pirâhan/ shirt peace
/t/ /tale/ trap tree
/s/ /sard/ cold syrup
/d/ /dard/ pain dentist
/z/ /zolm/ cruelty zoo
/r/ /rang/ color rain
/f/ /fanar/ spring foot
/k/ /ketâb/ book clerk
/g/ /gandom/ wheat giggle
/l/ /lâl/ dumb leg
/m/ /manzel/ home map
/n/ /nân/ bread noon
/v/ /vaqt/ time valley


